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 ABSTRACT

The  radiation-induced  bystander  effect  (RIBE)  is  a  phenomenon  whereby  unexposed  cells  exhibit 

molecular  symptoms  of  stress  exposure  when  adjacent  or  nearby  cells  are  traversed  by  ionizing 

radiation  (IR).  Recent  data  suggest  that  RIBE  may  be  epigenetically  mediated  by  microRNAs 

(miRNAs),  which  are  small  regulatory  molecules  that  target  mRNA  transcripts  for  translational 

inhibition. Here we analyzed microRNAome changes in bystander tissues after α-particle microbeam 

irradiation  of  three-dimensional  artificial  human  tissues  using  microRNA microarrays.  Our  results 

indicate that IR leads to a deregulation of miRNA expression in bystander tissues. We report that major 

bystander endpoints, including apoptosis, cell cycle deregulation, and DNA hypomethylation, may be 

mediated by altered expression of miRNAs. Specifically, c-MYC-mediated upregulation of the miR-17 

family was associated with decreased levels of E2F1 and RB1, suggesting a switch to a proliferative 

state in bystander tissues, while priming these cells for impending death signals. Upregulation of the 

miR-29 family resulted in decreased levels of its targets DNMT3a and MCL1, consequently affecting 

DNA methylation and apoptosis. Altered expression of miR-16 led to changes in expression of BCL2, 

suggesting modulation of apoptosis. Thus, our data clearly show that miRNAs play a profound role in 

the manifestation of late RIBE endpoints. In summary, this study creates a roadmap for understanding 

the role of microRNAome in RIBE and for developing of novel RIBE biomarkers.
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INTRODUCTION

Bystander  effects  are  non-targeted  effects  of  radiation  whereby unexposed cells  exhibit  the 

molecular  symptoms  of  stress  exposure  when  adjacent  or  nearby  cells  are  traversed  by  ionizing 

radiation  (IR).  To  date,  a  variety  of  radiation-induced  bystander  effect  (RIBE)  studies  have  been 

performed using cell culture models [1-4]. However, these experiments utilized cell cultures in a single 

monolayer,  making  extrapolation  to  human  exposure  somewhat  difficult.  Recent  work  in  tissue 

explants  [5,6],  spheroids  [7],   three-dimensional  (3-D)  cell  cultures [8],  and  3-D  artificially 

reconstructed human tissues [9,10] have suggested that the cell-cell bystander effect operates in human 

3-D  systems.  Thus,  the  RIBE  remains  an  important  and  relevant  consideration  in  the  study  of 

radiobiology. 

RIBE encompass a wide range of genetic alterations, including gross genome rearrangements, 

chromosome  aberrations,  sister  chromatid  exchanges,  deletions,  duplications,  mutations,  and 

amplifications  (reviewed  in  [11-15]).  These  effects  also  influence  gene  expression,  cellular 

proliferation, cell cycle regulation, senescence, and cell death [10,11], and are believed to be linked to 

IR-induced genome instability [13]. However, while a great deal of data confirms the existence and 

manifestation of RIBE in cultured cells and 3-D tissues, the mechanisms are yet to be discovered. 

The high frequency of induction and occurrence, as well as persistence of RIBE has led some to 

suggest that epigenetic regulation may play an important role in bystander cells and tissues [10,16,17]. 

Epigenetic  changes  are  alterations  in  gene  expression  induced  by  DNA  methylation,  histone 

modifications, and RNA-associated silencing [18].  MicroRNAs (miRNAs) are important components 

of the RNA-associated silencing machinery. MiRNAs are small regulatory molecules known to target 

mRNA  transcripts  for  translational  inhibition  or,  rarely,  degradation  in  humans  [19]. Since  their 

discovery, miRNAs have been found to play essential roles in regulating processes such as terminal 

differentiation  [20],  cell  cycle  [21],  apoptosis  [22],  and DNA methylation  [23].  Further,  genotoxic 
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stress  exposure  deregulates  cellular  miRNA  expression  [24-26].  Logically,  deregulation  of  these 

miRNAs has been associated with a number of diseases, including cancer. 

Based on the importance of miRNAs in the modulation of various cellular processes and the 

fact  they  have  been  shown  to  be  regulated  in  in  vivo  RIBE  [24,27],  we  decided  to  analyze 

microRNAome  changes  in   bystander  tissues  after  α-particle  microbeam  irradiation  of  three-

dimensional  artificial  human  tissues  using  microRNA  microarrays.  Microarray  data  analysis  has 

indicated that some of the molecular endpoints previously found in this bystander model may be the 

result of changes in miRNA expression. Our data suggest that miRNA regulation acting in concert with 

c-Myc activation in bystander tissues may sensitize bystander cells to apoptosis.  

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Tissue systems and culture

These experiments utilized a human 3-D tissue culture system (MatTek Corp, Ashland, MA). 

These  artificial  tissues  reconstruct  the  normal  tissue  microarchitecture  and  preserve  the  in  vivo 

differentiation patterns.  They are mitotically and metabolically active,  capable of releasing relevant 

cytokines, and contain gap junctions [28]. They are stable and allow a high degree of experimental 

reproducibility [9,10]. Specifically, we employed the EpiAirway™ (Air-112) tissue model (Fig. 1). The 

tissues  were cultured  according  to  the  manufacturer’s  protocol,  using  an  air-liquid  interface  tissue 

culture technique. 

Microbeam irradiation and delivered dose calculations

The Columbia University RARAF Singletron accelerator was used to produce a broad beam of 

4He ions with an initial energy of 8.6 MeV.  The ions passed through a Mylar scattering foil and a 

Havar metal vacuum window (together ~20 µm-thick), and 8 µm of air before entering the membranes 

on which tissue samples were grown.
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Each tissue culture insert was placed on a plastic disc that had a hole in the center.  Two 50 µm 

stainless steel half-discs (sufficient to stop  4He ions) were glued over each hole with a 25  µm gap 

between them. This allowed a single plane of tissue to be irradiated from below through the membrane 

that forms the base of the culture insert. The discs were placed on an irradiation wheel and rotated 

across the beam. The slits through which the tissue samples were irradiated were aligned with the 

direction of rotation so that there was almost no variation in the dose across the sample.

Assuming the pores of the Teflon sponge membrane were filled with tissue medium, 4He ions 

had the energy of ~4.5 MeV, LET values of ~110 keV/µm and the range of ~30 µm at the membrane-

tissue interface. The tissue is thicker than the range of 4He ions.  As the ions penetrate the tissue, their 

LET increases to approximately 230 keV/µm just before they stop. Doses were measured using an 

ionization chamber with a Mylar window filled with methane-based tissue equivalent gas.  Based on a 

nuclear  diameter  of  5  µm,  cell  nuclei  were irradiated  with approximately 5  4He ions  per  nucleus. 

Calculations of 4He ion energy, LET and range were made for the irradiation conditions using tables of 

ranges and stopping powers for  4He ions generated by the computer program SRIM-2008 [29] .  The 

estimated dose for the first layer of cells is 5.4 Gy.

After irradiation, each tissue sample was returned to a multi-well dish filled with fresh medium 

and incubated at 37°C in a humidified atmosphere of 5% CO2. Tissues were removed and frozen on dry 

ice at 8 hrs and 1, 2, 3, 4, 5, and 7 days post-IR. Time-matched, mock-treated controls were available 8 

hrs, 3 days, and 7 days post-mock IR. Mock-treated tissue frozen at the time of IR established the base-

line expression level.  The tissues were stored at -80°C before microdissection and RNA and protein 

extraction.

Tissue microdissection and RNA extraction

The line of irradiation was marked on the insert. Frozen tissues were placed on a liquid N2-

chilled glass plates.  Scalpels were used to cut ~1-1.5 mm slabs from the center of the tissues along the 
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irradiated plane to secure the bystander remaining tissues (~ 2 mm-thick on either side of the slabs) 

(Fig. 1). The center slabs of the tissues represented mixed irradiated and bystander cell layers. The 

soley bystander tissues from either side of the slabs were pooled to a single microfuge tube. 

Targeted and bystander  tissues can be distinguished based on differences  in kinetics of IR-

induced and bystander DSB formation and repair marked by the γ-H2AX antibody[30] . Earlier we 

reported that in marked contrast to DNA DSB dynamics in directly irradiated cells, in which maximal 

DSB formation  was  seen  30  min  post-IR,  the  incidence  of  DSBs  in  bystander  tissues  reached  a 

maximum much later, by 12 to 48 hrs post-IR [10]. Thus the central regions of the tissues (the 1.5 mm 

slabs containing irradiated planes of the tissues as well as un-irradiated cells) show biphasic γ-H2AX 

focal  kinetics,  while  bystander  tissues  exhibit  the  bystander-like  delayed  γ-H2AX  focal  kinetics 

providing additional verification of bystander tissue identity (Suppl. Fig. 1).

miRNA expression profiling

Three biological replicates were used for each of the experimental time points and treatment 

conditions.   The  bystander  and  mock-treated  tissues  were  immersed  in  TRIzol  (500 µL),  and  the 

samples were vortexed for 5-10 seconds to remove the tissues from the membrane. RNA extraction was 

carried  out  as  per  the  manufacturer’s  protocol  (TRIzol,  Invitrogen,  Carlsbad,  CA).  The  miRNA 

microarray analysis  was performed by LC Sciences (Houston, TX) as a paid service as previously 

described [24,26].  

In  brief,  total  RNA (10  μg)  was  size-fractionated  (<200  nucleotides)  using  a  mirVana  kit 

(Ambion) and labeled with Cy3 and Cy5 fluorescent dyes. Dye switching was performed to eliminate 

any dye bias. Pairs of labeled samples were hybridized to dual-channel microarrays. Microarray assays 

were carried out on a ParaFlo microfluidics chip.  Each of the detection probes on the chip contained a 

nucleotide  sequence of coding segment  complementary to  a  specific  miRNA sequence and a  long 

nonnucleotide molecule spacer that extended the detection probe away from the substrate [31]. The 

miRNA  detection  signal  threshold  was  defined  as  twice  the  maximum  background  signal.  The 
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maximum  signal  level  of  background  probes  was  180.  To  remove  any  system-related  variations 

normalization was performed  using a cyclic LOWESS (locally weighted regression) method [32]. Data 

adjustments included data filtering, log2 transformation, and gene centering and normalization. The t-

test and ANOVA analyses were conducted between the sample groups, samples, and miRNA with P 

values < 0.05 were selected for cluster analysis. The clustering analysis was done using a hierarchical 

method, average linkage, and Euclidean distance metrics [31,33].

Western blotting 

Protein extraction and western blotting was conducted as described [26,27].  Membranes were 

incubated  with  antibodies  against  MYC,  E2F1,  RB1,  DNMT3a,  BCL2  (1:500;  Santa  Cruz 

Biotechnology, Santa Cruz, CA), MCL1 (1:1000; Cell Signalling, Bedford, MA) and actin (1:2000; 

Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Antibody binding was revealed by incubation with horseradish peroxidase-

conjugated secondary antibodies and the ECL Plus immunoblotting detection system (GE Healthcare, 

Piscataway, NJ). Chemiluminescence was detected by Biomax MR film (Eastman Kodak, New Haven, 

CT) and scanned. Samples were loaded in a random manner to insure lack of bias. For presentation 

purposes, after  scanning pictures were arranged in the following order: mock 8 hours;  bystander 8 

hours; mock 3 days; bystander 3 days; bystander 5 days.

Immunohistochemistry

Frozen tissues were sectioned into 5-10 µm-thick slices, which were perpendicular to the plane 

of the irradiated cells. Frozen sections were dried, fixed in 2% paraformaldehyde, permeabilized with 

1% Triton X-100 and processed for immunostaining with a rabbit polyclonal ant-cleaved caspase-3 

antibody  (Trevigen,  Gaithersburg,  MD)  and  mouse  monoclonal  anti-γ-H2AX  antibody  (Abcam, 

Cambridge, MA) as previously described[34] . Frequencies of cleaved caspase-3–positive cells were 

recorded for at least 1,000 cells of side section areas. γ-H2AX foci were recorded by collapsing 0.5 μm 
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optical Z-sections through the nuclei in a single plane and counting by eye in a blinded fashion in 100-

200 randomly chosen cells of central and side areas of sections.

Statistical analysis

Statistical analysis was conducted using Student’s t-test. P-values <0.05 were considered significant.

RESULTS

miRNAome deregulation in bystander tissues 

We employed  the  EpiAirway™  (Air-112)  tissue  model,  which  consists  of  normal,  human-

derived tracheal/bronchial epithelial cells that have been cultured to form a highly differentiated model 

that closely resembles the epithelial tissue of the respiratory tract. Fig. 1 displays tissue dimensions and 

the location of irradiated and bystander tissues. In this model, the targeted and bystander tissues can be 

distinguished based on the different kinetics of IR-induced and bystander DSB formation and repair 

marked by the γ-H2AX antibody [10]. 

To analyze the role of the microRNAome in RIBE, miRNA expression profiles of bystander 

tissues  were compared  to  time-matched mock  controls  at  8  hrs,  3  days  and 7 days  post-IR (dpi). 

MiRNAs were  considered  for  comparison  only  if  their  average  expression  levels  were  over  1000 

arbitrary units of fluorescence (AUF). The reason for this was three-fold. Firstly, miRNAs with very 

low expression  levels,  <1000 AUF,  are  analyzed  with  less  sensitivity  by conventional  microarray 

methods.  Secondly,  downstream studies  involving  qRT-PCR methods are  limited  to  miRNAs with 

expression levels of >1000 AUF. Finally, fold induction of miRNAs with low expression levels is less 

biologically significant than of those with higher expression levels. 

At  8  hrs  post-IR  (8  hpi),  four  miRNAs  (Student’s  t-test,  p<0.05)  changed  significantly  in 

bystander tissue over the time-matched controls. These were miR-22, -141, and -16 which were 2.0-, 

1.8-, and 1.2-fold up-regulated, and miR-183 which was 1.3-fold down-regulated (Table 1). At 3 dpi, 
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six miRNAs were found to be significantly different from the mock control; miR-29a, -29c, -30a-5p, 

and -20a were 2.45-, 1.62-, 1.47-, and 1.25-fold up-regulated, respectively, while miR-146a and -125b 

appeared to be 1.26-, and 1.18-fold down-regulated, respectively. The final time point, 7 dpi, yielded 

only two significantly regulated miRNAs, miR-181a and -181b, which were 1.5- and 1.2-fold down-

regulated (Table 1). These fold changes in miRNA expression over the time-course may initially seem 

small,  but  it  is  important  to  keep  in  mind  that  only  a  very small  area  of  the  tissue  was  actually 

irradiated. The signalling capacity of RIBE in terms of distance has not been precisely defined in this 

model. Thus, as all non-irradiated tissue used in this study was harvested as bystander tissue, some of 

the fold-inductions may be diluted. Unfortunately, these tissue models are too scarce to be used in in  

situ miRNA analysis of selected miRNAs.  

We examined expression levels of selected miRNAs at all time-points after exposure and at 

available time-matched controls. This allowed us to establish an expression trend over the experimental 

period.  Next,  we analyzed  patterns  of  microRNA expression at  all  time-points  based on ANOVA 

analysis. The ANOVA-based expression patterns from all treatment groups can be seen in the heat map 

(p<0.05; Fig. 2). These miRNAs were clustered according to expression patterns. Viewing the array in 

this manner has revealed very intriguing groups of inter-related miRNAs. Amongst those, the miR-17-

92 and mir-29 families exhibited the most interesting expression patterns.

Altered expression of the miR-17-92 family and deregulation of RB1 and E2F levels in 

bystander tissues

We identified a group of significantly changed miRNAs, including miR-106a, -106b, -17-5p, 

-20a, and -19b that all belong to the same miR-17-92 family (Fig. 2). Interestingly,  this family has 

members that reside in three separate polycistrons on different chromosomes. The miR-17 cluster is 

located on chromosome 13 [13: 90800860-90801646 (+)]and consists of miR-17, -18a, -19a, -20a, 19b-

1, and 92-1. The 106a cluster on chromosme X [X:133131148-133131894 (-)] is composed of miR-

106a, -20b, -19b-2, -92-2, and -363. Finally, the mir-106b cluster composed of 106b, 93,25 is located 
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on chromosome 7 [7:99529202-99528552 (-)] and contains miR-106b, 93, and 25. Both clusters 17 and 

106a are intergenic, while the 106b cluster is located in intron 11 of the MCM7 gene. The regulation of 

this miRNA group in bystander tissues consisted of an initial increase at 8 hpi that persisted before 

returning to control levels at 7 dpi (Fig. 2, Suppl. Fig. 2).

Due to the similar regulation of these miRNAs located on different chromosomes, it is possible 

that they have similar regulatory elements. Both the miR-17 and -106b promoters have been predicted 

to be regulated by the c-MYC transcription factor [35,36]. 

To see if c-MYC was deregulated in bystander tissues, we performed Western blot analysis to 

assess protein levels. We observed an increased level of c-MYC in bystander tissues, suggesting that c-

MYC  upregulation  mediates  upregulation  of  the  miR-17-92  family  in  bystander  tissues  (Fig.  3). 

Further,  the miR-17-92 family members are known to be oncogenic miRNAs, and they have found to 

be deregulated in a number of cancers [37].  The miR-17-92 family is also known to regulate E2F 

transcription  factors  via  miR-20a  and  miR-17-5p  and  possibly  other  miRNAs  in  these  clusters. 

Interestingly,  the E2F transcription factors are also induced by c-MYC and, conversely,  c-MYC is 

induced by E2Fs [38]. Importantly, in this study we observed a notable up-regulation of MYC and the 

miR-17-92 cluster, and down-regulation of E2F1 in bystander tissues (Fig. 3, Fig. 4 A).

Further, the miR-106 miRNAs have been shown to target retinoblastoma protein (RB1) [39], a 

well-known cell cycle regulator protein [40]. Interestingly,  the up-regulation of miR-106 suggests a 

down-regulation  of  RB1.   Analyzing  the  levels  of  RB1  in  bystander  tissue,  we  found  that  the 

upregulation of miR-106 was correlated with down-regulation of RB1 (Fig. 4A). 

MiR-16-mediated regulation of BCL2 in bystander tissues

MiR-16 was up-regulated at 8 hpi in bystander tissues (Table 1), however, miR-16 expression 

showed a strong trend of upregulation for the duration of the experiment until day 7 where it returns to 

control levels (Fig. 2). 
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It has been shown that miR-16 targets BCL2, a well-known anti-apoptotic protein and it is the 

overexpression of BCL2 that largely contributes to the malignant phenotype in chronic lymphocytic 

leukemia [41]. Here we show that miR-16 is up-regulated, suggesting cellular BCL2 levels would be 

lower, which indeed is the case (Fig. 4B). Despite the absence of increased rates of apoptosis in the 

previous experiments at this time point, the elevated levels of BCL2 could induce a pro-apoptotic state 

in these cells, increasing their susceptibility to signalled cell death. 

The  miR-29  family  affects  MCL1  and  DNMT3a  and  influences  apoptosis  and  DNA 

hypomethylation in bystander tissues 

The miR-29 family members are situated at two separate intergenic loci, miR-29a and -29b-1 

on  chromosome  7  [7:130212046-130212838  (-)]  and  miR-29c  and  -29b-2  on  chromosome  1 

[1:206041820-206042491 (-)]. MiR-29a and -29c are significantly upregulated in bystander tissues at 3 

dpi. Mir-29b is also upregulated but with less confidence (p<0.10).  Thus, the entire family follows the 

same overall expression trends in bystander tissues (Fig. 2). 

MiR-29a was the most highly affected miRNA in the array. Though its fold induction was not 

the highest observed, it had the largest absolute change in expression, from ~12,000 AUF in control 

cells to ~20,000 AUF in bystander cells. Considering the competition for the miRNA machinery in the 

cell,  it  is  likely  that  a  change  of  this  magnitude  is  more  biologically  significant  than  higher-fold 

induction in less-expressed miRNAs; for example, a 5-fold change of 50 AUF to 250 AUF. 

The miR-29 family has been well characterized in humans and has some very interesting and 

relevant targets. The miR-29 family targets MCL1, a tightly controlled BCL2 family member which is 

important  in  regulating  tumour  necrosis  factor  (TNF)-related  apoptosis-inducing  ligand  (TRAIL)-

mediated apoptosis  [42].  In this  study,  up-regulated levels  of miR-29 members  were paralleled  by 

down-regulation of MCL1 in bystander tissues (Fig. 4B). Therefore, we suggest that significant up-

regulation of the miR-29 family in bystander tissues may be sensitizing or priming them for apoptosis. 

In agreement with our previous data based on this bystander model [10], apoptotic levels reached a 
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maximum 3 and 4 dpi before returning to basal levels at 7 dpi. These increases in apoptosis over the 

experimental  period  closely  mirror  the  expression  level  of  the  miR-29  family  over  the  same 

experimental period, further suggesting an important role of miR-29s and MCL1 in the regulation of 

apoptotis. As the next step of our study we analyzed the levels of apoptosis by scoring the number of 

cells  positive  for  cleaved  caspase  3.  Analysis  revealed  significantly  (P<0.05)  elevated  levels  of 

apoptosis  in  bystander  cells  3  dpi  (Fig.  5).  The  miR-29  family  also  influences  de  novo DNA 

methyltransferases DNMT3a and DNMT3b. Fabbri and colleagues have shown that the miR-29 family 

targets these methyltransferases and leads to aberrant methylation patterns [23]. These data suggest that 

miR-29 expression can directly affect  methylation patterns,  and the possibility of this regulation in 

bystander  tissues  is  a  truly  novel  finding.  We  have  previously  reported  that  IR  leads  to 

hypomethylation  in  3-D  tissue  models  of  RIBE  [10].   Here  we  show  that  this  hypomethylation 

corresponds to decreased levels of DNMT3a and increased levels of the miR-29 family in bystander 

tissues (Fig. 4C). 

Interestingly,  in our previous experiments DNA hypomethylation levels  in bystander  tissues 

peaked at 3 dpi and declined at 7 dpi [10], a trend that is also mimicked by miR-29 expression observed 

in the current experiment. These data show that miR-29 family expression is very well correlated with 

DNMT3a protein levels. These factors may be responsible for hypomethylation previously seen in this 

bystander model. 

DISCUSSION

In  this  study,  we  analyzed  microRNAome  changes  in  bystander  tissues  in  an  ‘in  vivo’  

EpiAirway human  tissue  model.  Bystander  tissues  in  this  model  display  profound  cellular  and 

molecular changes [9,10]. Specifically, previous research showed an increase in apoptosis, DNA DSBs, 

micronucleus formation, and cellular senescence as well as a decrease in global genome methylation. 

Additionally, RIBE is associated with deregulation of cell cycle control. Given that miRNAs are known 

to regulate some of these processes, we investigated the roles that miRNAs may play in the bystander 
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response. Importantly, we found that major RIBE endpoints – apoptosis, cell cycle deregulation, and 

global genome hypomethylation may be mediated by altered expression of miRNAs (Fig. 6).

Furthermore, we also show that altered miRNA expression in bystander tissues may be due to 

the bystander-induced expression of c-MYC. c-MYC is a widely studied gene involved in the control of 

cell size, cell cycle,  proliferation, and apoptosis [43].  It has been shown that the proto-oncogene c-

MYC transcription factor binds the miR-17-92 cluster’s promoter region, inducing these miRNAs to 

target E2F transcripts [35]. The current paradigm is that the miR-17-92 cluster works as a regulator of a 

positive feedback loop between c-MYC and E2F transcription factors, preventing a reciprocal positive 

feedback from ‘runaway’ regulation [44]. The up-regulation of the miR-17-92 cluster via c-MYC to 

cause elevated expression levels of miR-17 and -20a is thought to indicate environmental signals to 

switch the cell to a proliferative state [44].  Our study shows that up-regulation of MYC and the miR-

17-92 cluster and down-regulation of E2F1 in bystander tissues, supportive of the current paradigm. 

Furthermore, we found that the upregulation of miR-106 was correlated with down-regulation of RB1. 

It is interesting to speculate on the function of c-MYC activity in bystander tissues. Increased 

levels of c-MYC in the cell are most often associated with deregulated cell cycle and increased cellular 

proliferation, and the regulation of many miRNAs in the miR-17 family in bystander tissues suggests 

that  this  may  be  the  case.  Unfortunately,  due  to  the  scarcity  of  tissues,  an  increase  in  cellular 

proliferation  in  this  bystander  model  has  not  been  assayed,  although  it  has  been  found  in  some 

bystander models [12-14]. Future experiments in this model should assay whether cell proliferation 

actually  occurs  in  bystander  cells,  or  whether  the  cell  is  just  ‘poised’  to  proliferate  after  further 

extracellular signals. 

 We can also look at these changes in cellular alignment governed by c-MYC and the miR-17 

family in a different way that is more commonly associated with bystander effects. It is thought that c-

MYC may prime the cell for apoptosis [45,46]. Taken in this context, upregulation of c-Myc in these 
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tissues may sensitize bystander cells for an impending death signal. Indeed, we have noted a significant 

increase in the level of apoptotic cells in bystander issues. 

Further, c-MYC and BCL2 have long been shown to associate with cancer cells, whereby it is 

usually the overexpression of both that leads to the cancer phenotype. The result of this cooperation is 

that BCL2 suppresses c-MYC driven apoptosis [45-47]. However, our miRNA and protein expression 

patterns  lead  us  to  believe  that  BCL2  is  down-regulated  via  the  action  of  miR-16.  MiR-16  is 

significantly up-regulated at 8 hpi, with a strong trend towards up-regulation at 3 dpi (Fig. 2). It is 

possible  that  this  decrease  in  cellular  BCL2 is  functioning  to  accent  c-MYC directed  priming  of 

apoptosis. 

Moreover, apoptosis in bystander cells is also regulated via the miR-29 family, which mediates 

apoptosis through the regulation of MCL1.  MCL1 is a tightly controlled BCL2 family member which 

is important in regulating TRAIL-mediated apoptosis [42]. MCL1 functions as a pro-survival protein 

by binding pro-apoptotic  BH3-only BCL2 family members,  such as BIM,  BID, BIK,  NOXA, and 

PUMA [48]. Although the exact mechanisms by which the BCL2 family members mediate apoptosis is 

unknown, it has been shown that MCL1 binding of BID and BIM proteins protects against TRAIL-

induced cell death [42]. Interestingly, it has been shown that TRAIL mediates cell-cell apoptotic RIBE 

[49,50].  This study and our previous analysis  show that bystander  cells  exhibit  increased levels  of 

apoptosis. Furthermore, the data of this study may suggest that TNF-mediated cytokine signalling in 

RIBE may be associated with miR-29 family.

Overall,  the  miR-29  family  plays  a  dual  role  in  bystander  tissues  promoting  both  global 

hypomethylation through the regulation of de novo methyltransferases DNMT3A and preparing the cell 

for TRAIL-mediated apoptosis through repression of anti-apoptotic MCL1. We also show that miRNA 

regulation in bystander tissues has been dramatically changed at 3 dpi. Interestingly, this corresponds to 

the apoptotic  levels  observed in this  study,  and with the maximum apoptotic  and hypomethylation 

levels  previously  seen  in  EpiAirway tissues  under  similar  conditions  [10].  Given  that  there  are 
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significant changes in miRNA expression in bystander tissues, further investigation into the role of the 

miR-29 family in RIBE may come to discover that this family can acts as a good biomarker for two 

commonly observed bystander responses. 

In previous experiments [10], there were no large-scale changes in molecular events at the 8 hpi 

time point. This is logical, as it takes time for the bystander signal to propagate through cells and for 

global  cellular  changes to manifest.  However,  finding changes in miRNA expression at  early time 

points, before the manifestation of bystander symptoms, could suggest that miRNA regulation is an 

upstream event of some bystander responses. Given that miRNAs may travel through gap-junctions and 

gap-junctions are necessary for bystander effects in some models [51], one can easily envisage a future 

model where miRNAs from irradiated cells are quickly transported through gap-junctions to prepare 

bystander cells for future secreted signals.  

Though miRNAs mediate crucial bystander effect endpoints and exhibit their effects as early as 

8 hpi, they may not necessarily be primary bystander signals. Further studies are needed to dissect the 

potential role of miRNAs as bystander signals  and to gain further mechanistic insight into the roles of 

miRNAs  in irradiated and bystander tissues and the potential of miRNAs to enhance or suppress the 

RIBE in vivo. This challenging task can be achieved through transient transformation of irradiated and 

bystander  cells  and  tissues  using  miRNAs  or  their  inhibitors  (antago-miRs  or  antimiRs)  [52,53]. 

Following  the  transient  transformation,  the  impact  of  miRNAs  or  anti-miRNAs  on  preventing  or 

enhancing changes in the functional RIBE readouts can be established.

Interestingly, RIBE may be mediated by reactive oxygen species (ROS)[54]. A recent study has 

confirmed that IR-induced oxidative stress significantly alters microRNAome of the exposed cells [55]. 

Furthermore, the results clearly demonstrated that a common miRNA expression signature in response 

to radiation, hydrogen peroxide and etoposide exposure [55]. Though we have not seen a major overlap 

between  our  dataset  and  the  reported  IR-  and  ROS-induced  miRNAs  changes,  some  interesting 

parallels can be drawn. Specifically,  miR-15b was up-regulated by IR and ROS, while in our study 
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miR-16 was significantly upregulated in bystander tissues. These miRNAs belong to the same miRNA 

family and play roles in regulation of cell cycle and apoptosis [56-58].  Their roles in ROS-induced 

bystander effects and their differential regulation in responses to direct IR and RIBE need to be further 

analyzed.

Overall, in the future, the current study may serve as a roadmap for further understanding the 

mechanistic roles of miRNAs in bystander effects, and for dissecting a hierarchy and crosstalk between 

epigenetic parameters (microRNAome and DNA methylation) and well-known RIBE manifestations.
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FIGURE LEGENDS:

Figure 1: Tissue dimensions and irradiation set-up. A narrow α-particle beam irradiated the EpiAirway 

tissue through the membrane to deliver ~5  α-particles to the nucleus of each cell  in a single plane 

across the tissue base. Bystander tissues were harvested on either side of the irradiated plane for the 

microarray experiments.  

Figure 2:  Heat map of ANOVA (p<0.05) expression analysis  for all treatments. Vertical  columns 

denote days after irradiation for the mock treatment and the bystander tissues (BS). CT–unirradiated 

sample. The white box includes co-regulated members of the miR-17-92 family. Red boxes highlight 

important miRNAs discussed in the article. Each line represents an independent biological replicate.

Figure 3: Upregulation of cMYC levels in bystander tissues. Samples were loaded in a random manner 

to insure lack of bias. For presentation purposes, after scanning pictures were arranged in the following 

order: mock 8 h; bystander 8h; mock 3d; bystander 3d; bystander 5d. BS – bystander; 8h – 8 hours after 

irradiation; 3d – 3 days after irradiation; 5d - 5 days after irradiation. 

Figure 4: Altered expression of miRNA targets in bystander cells. Samples were loaded in a random 

manner to insure lack of bias. For presentation purposes, after scanning pictures were arranged in the 

following order: mock 8 h; bystander 8h; mock 3d; bystander 3d; bystander 5d. BS – bystander; 8h – 8 

hours after irradiation; 3d – 3 days after irradiation; 5d - 5 days after irradiation.

Figure 5: Increase of apoptotic cells in bystander tissues following microbeam irradiation. IR-induced 

apoptotic cell death was scored in side areas of the sections containing unirradiated bystander cells; 

*Significantly different from the control, p<0.05, Student’s t-test. Cells positive for cleaved caspase-3 

were recorded at various times post-IR in Air-100 epithelium. Representative images of apoptotic cells 

in Air-100 bystander epithelium positive for both cleaved caspase-3 (red) and γ-H2AX (green),10 µm 

frozen sections, 40x, oil immersion. Cleaved caspase-3 is stained with Alexa 546 (red),   γ-H2AX is 

stained with Alexa 488 (green).
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Figure 6: MiRNAs that are involved in regulation of important bystander effect endpoints by targeting 

crucial regulator proteins.

Supplementary  Figure  1: The  incidence  of  γ-H2AX  foci  in  microbeam-irradiated  (center)  and 

bystander  (side)  regions  of  Air-100 tissue models.  Average numbers  of  γ-H2AX foci  per  cell  and 

standard  errors  are  shown in  the  lower  left  corners.  Representative  images  show the  presence  of 

irradiation-induced and bystander foci at different time points post-IR in corresponding tissues. Central 

layers of the tissues are the mix of irradiated and bystander cells and therefore exhibit the biphasic 

focal dynamics with two distinguished maxima, 1-2 hrs and 2-5 days post-IR.  In contrast,  γ-H2AX 

foci in the distant from the irradiated layer side bystander regions of the tissues only peak at 2-5 days 

post-IR. The focal numbers decrease by 7 days post-IR in the bystander cells from both central and side 

regions.  Green,  γ-H2AX;  red,  PI;  yellow,  non-specific  membrane  staining  with  both  dyes. 

Magnification, 400x. 

Supplementary Figure 2: Altered expression of the miR-17-92 family in bystander tissues.
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miR-29 family ↑ DNMT3a ↓

miR-29 family ↑ MCL1 ↓

miR-16 ↑ BCL2 ↓

DNA hypomethylation

apoptosis

miR-17-92 family ↑ RB1, E2F1 ↓ deregulation of cell cycle
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Table 1: Significantly regulated miRNAs in bystander tissue when compared to time-matched 
controls.

Days Post Irradiation miRNA Fold Induction

8 hours

hsa-miR-22 1.95
hsa-miR-141 1.79
hsa-miR-16 1.20
hsa-miR-183 -1.31

3 days

hsa-miR-29c 2.45
hsa-miR-29a 1.62
hsa-miR-30a-5p 1.47
hsa-miR-20a 1.25
hsa-miR-146a -1.26
hsa-miR-125b -1.18

7 days hsa-miR-181a -1.50
hsa-miR-181b -1.14
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